Activity Report for 2018

The information shows concrete results of GirlsGoIT program for the year 2018 implemented by A.O. EDUCAT (TEKEDU is the brand name), impact and growth since 2015 and the contributing partners. The concrete outputs is explained in three (3) priority areas in the activity report.
STEM Education

GirlsGoIT trained 230 girls in Software development in Web app design, Hard and Engineering in Robotics, 3D Printing and Electronics

- 130 girls trained in introduction to software development in web app design in our spring and autumn program
- 100 girls trained in Software development in Web app design, Hard and Engineering in Robotics, 3D Printing and Electronics in our summer camp program
  o 50 girls trained in software development built a Web note keeping App “Notes” - https://notes.girlsgoit.org/

Labour market readiness

10 girls trained at the summer camp program places on internship

- 6 girls placed on internship with Ellation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OgZg1sJLzpk
- 3 girls placed on internship with MoldData: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5gZJMTXPDuM
- 1 girl placed on internship with amigo - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TZtF0ACnxTE

Network expansion

GirlsGoIT expanded her local club network, led by girls in 17 regions in Moldova.
Impact and Growth Report

A.O. EDUCAT (TEKEDU is the brand name) has been implementing GirlsGoIT since 2015. We have published our Impact and growth report ([https://girlsgoit.org/2018report.html](https://girlsgoit.org/2018report.html)). The infographics below shows the growth:

*Numbers of Girls trained since 2015*

*Numbers of Girls pursuing STEM studies at Technical University since 2015*
*Number of girls placed on Internship with tech companies since 2015*

*Number of girls becoming mentors as a result of participating in training program since 2015*
Contributing Partners:

A.O. EDUCAT (TEKEDU is the brand name) was able to successfully implement GirlsGoIT program in 2018 due to the financial contributions of the following partners.

- Ministry of Education - 244 616,00 MDL
- Lithuania Development for Cooperation – 19 953 EUR
- Google – 7000 EUR
- Austrian Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs, Health and Consumer protection – 4000 EUR
- Austrian Development Agency – 9712 EUR
- INTERREG Programme Danube Transnational – 4900 EUR
- Ellation – 4000 USD
- Mixbook – 100 USD
- With and For Girls Award (Stars Foundation UK) – 15 000 USD
- FRIDA – 5000 USD